Pride of Oshwal

How many of you have heard of GujaratiLexicon?

How many of you have heard of Bhagwadomandal?

GujaratiLexicon has been created by our past President and Chairman of the Board Shree Ratilal Chandaria. GujaratiLexicon took 20 years & shows what devotion of our mother tongue means! It is a comprehensive Gujarati Dictionary on the internet and includes resources like thesaurus, proverbs, antonyms etc. There is unique feature named “saras” Spell Checker. It was dedicated to to the Gujarati loving people on 13 January 2006 by Sushri Dhirubhahen Patel.

Bhagwadomandal is the biggest and the most prolific work in Gujarati. It is an encyclopedic dictionary in Gujarati. Visionary Maharaja Bhagwadsinji of Gondad gifted the original Bhagwadomandal to the world after 26 years of scientific and detailed work.

GujaratiLexicon has now with its team digitized this work and created its digital avatar! It was launched on 3rd of April 2009. The aim as stated is to showcase the richness of such an dispensable resource for experts and novices alike.

It carries 281,000 words, 822,000 meanings, and is 9200 pages long! All of you who are interested in this unique resource are able to use it on the internet for free.

This message is deliberately written in English as most readers read English and many who also read Gujarati can get on the internet.

All this is on gujaratilexicon.com. Try it!

It is said the in 2050 all languages will be digitized and everything in the world will be powered by digital technology, few languages would be alive. We do not have to worry about Gujarati as it will be thriving and we have to thank our leader and dignity Shree Ratilalbhai Chandaria.

Something to be really proud about!